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If the 
whiskey was 
sullen 
William foster hallett 
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I wanted to tell you about the time when I decided 
what a poet was  
 
and who I am when I’m written 
 
I wanted to look at you with a couple of different 
thoughts and put my palm on the hair of your eyes 
 
I wanted to comb and braid your head with the pine 
needled brush of my water eyed films 
 
and talk about remembering  
 
I didn’t want to sound like a symphony 
or to fish my feet out of the river  
 
I’d rather throw myself at a spear that’s in you 
 
to be assessed as futile or beautiful  
or the kind of organ that gets found in abandoned 
homes off the coast of the river Ogunquit  
    
   13 Dec. 2014  
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this is a glass of water 
 
a parade again, sense 
in the first place gone 
pour down i walk 
on south water drowning in skin shadow 
where he slowly become friends w icarus  
 
i have become a shell. 
decomposed of remember  
and when people was 
white tree pale winters ago  
 
behind the rain that become gazes  
where snow was  
when he said white flags  
bowing off of their naked skin  
 
& regretted knees for the sake of 
gone by gardens in tokyo  
and raving  
mad  
 
god  
is suffocating in the  
sounds of my silence, 
lost desperate cross 
closed eyes to mine 
an begin to listen 
with wind  
and walking  
 
Echo, it said 
i am leaving today  
bury my bones alone 
cause I have been hoping for a cold winter 
 
sugar used soul, it said  
my wicker sails have torn  
and my eye is a liquor 
sad 
and sound  
where horror my mother named me death row  
 
Papa said varnish your blood  
before it bleeds through your hands 
on pleasant enough ivory  
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a Somatic for a 
Lost Wilderscape 
and ness 

 
we have to leave a high priestess in a 
sanatorium homeless in a minute if i 
feed the ericias or wrap roman cigars 
with my leg skin of morning lost 
journals 
 
men who worked in factories 
homeless in a minute darked themself 
to death by forty  
sitting in her room with a gun to 
protect my sister from a pedophile in 
the house  
 
cherokee chants in 

 the coffin factory  
this headnodic miles of thread that 
your watching  
beaten buddhist and gagged and lit on 
fire my boyfriend killed himself just 
before the rain  
 
last book he was reading was moby 
dick or cormorant as sisiphus  
or the sound of crystals meeting 
house 
at stonewall 
 
silent and genocide and rainbow 
stickers of bursting guns  
molecules and kill  
hang with lesbians 
and ask the singing wigs 
what black do you hate your father 
with  
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bell 
sounds 
from 
the 
quarry 
tower 
village 

 
the 
cobblestones 
were the clouds  
in the sky that 
ground was 
falling on 
dublin rain 
walkin stones 
past the high 
arcade of 
storefronts 
striped awnings 
with water 
school of nuns  
waited the road 
bowing  
their habits at 
the tarns 
of causey rain 
muttering  
reflections of 
their betrothal 
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bell tower echo 
hung man 
leant up agains 
the door of the 
smoke shop 
hand rolling 
dundalk factory 
and 
a green hatch 
car  
by saint marie's 
bridge an three 
young children 
knelt  
proffered at its 
deconsecrated 
steps the 
young drunk 
dropped lint at 
their  
pint-sized hole 
in his hand 
dead priest  
lay on the 
sidewalk having 
ripped the wool 
all these years 
an the mother 
steered her 
children away  
from the 
cadaver man 
an old same 
knurling 
cobblestone 
lathe homeless 
burrow  
man stretched 
out the reckless 
gospel of his 
thoughts  
with a comber 
whiskey & 
the mortal clock 
time struck the 
young skull 
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of a girl as an 
odd hunger 
kid was orphan 
pale shadow of 
the dry 
thirst in her old 
dear father  
hail mary full of 
grace 
lord is with thee 
his scraped face 
and knees  
daughter on 
prayer was  
an empty 
washbasin  
to her she had 
only  
god will find 
her clothed  
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        And beneath the gray  

 
the yard is fenced in by a wall of white blossoming 
trees they are beautiful and the sun is shining down 
in a midmorning softness 
the yard is a square 
there is no way to see beyond the trees 
they are tall and thick they are beautiful  
the grass in the yard is lush and green and very tall 
small white blue flowers litter the grass also 
a mild wind tends and moves the blossoms around 
the air  
Some have strewn across the yard to then mingle 
with the white blue flowers  
in the tufting grass 
they organize themselves into a single vision 
becoming 
and becoming  
blossom 
again with every moment of the wind 
 
In the middle of the yard is a dead man 
he is laying on his back and his mouth is lulled open 
and dumb 
he is naked and his arms are outstretched across the 
grass and his penis is slightly erect in death  
his feet hang off his ankle in a tired paralysis  
his eyes are an open groan  
 
The white blossoms blow across the yard and every 
tenth or twentieth one lands on his naked body so 
that by the end of the day he is nearly covered by 
them  
as the days pass the yard strips the trees of blossoms 
with every stroke of it wind  
and by the seventh or tenth day they have become 
skeletons of their former selves and their branches 
hold up empty hands to the sky  
 
In the yard the world is now visible through the 
creaking branches of the naked trees  
the grass and the white blue flowers are covered 
beneath the white blossoms  
the corpse man appears only as a shadow against the 
layered sea of them  
a small human draped rift in the blossom sands 
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The wind gathers the yard around like a rake or 
acomb  
assembling and disassembling and drawing in the 
p/atterns  
the yard has become a garden and at its center the 
dead man lays beneath the sea stiff like an arbor or a 
bone  
the trees burn in the same  
the yard tosses and turns in the endless changing of 
white mandala 
 
When the night falls hard bits of rain fall down from 
the sky and seep all down the white blossoms slow 
and rot them  
they become flesh stuck to one another 
the wind tries and battles the rain and they whip up 
against the sky in massive strokes of an ancient and 
hateful vengnce 
they bite and tear at one another in the war math of 
their instincts and the wind strangles the rain back 
up into a deep sky but the blossoms have rot and the 
yard has become a thick and blood clotted up into a 
singl map upon which the winds groan and wails in 
the mourning Mandala gone back into the ground sea 
disintegrated into a thing and beneath the grey 
blossom mat the corpse man is suffocating wilting 
and the roots are grabbing at him from the under 
stuff 
 
The whole world looks through the naked trees at the 
gray yard flocks of migrating birds fly above they 
drop to their death and the yard becomes a mass gray  
once beautiful the yard is a stake of kill the blossoms 
have hardened into an almost concrete oneness and 
the man lies dead in it like a cask 
all here the same sign of mortal panic and 
inescapable oneness with the death  
they yard exists now only as this interaction with end 
and there are no beginnings  
the birds begin to pile up 
 
The wind still blows but it does nothing  
the end has taken up its resonance and only one voice 
chants the once trees and the once blossoms and once 
birds  
they mistake their utterances for breathing  
it is only the mute corpse man who coughs life still 
vaguely erect silent beneath the mat dead but lungs  
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beneath the mat the white blue flowers have grown in 
secret fed by the same rain  
it is not clear what motive they have as they protrude 
shyly through the blossom but they do  
they grow upwards on thick green stalks 
it seems almost as if they know nothing of growth 
or neither ofdeath nor oflife  
 
They are bizarre new creatures and by three or five 
days the white blue flowers havebeen populated the 
yard with their odd heads  
beneath the corpse man the color flowers have 
massed  
they swarm beneath him and press with all the 
strength of they against his back until they crack his 
ribs and raise him through the crumbling so that his 
face is seen by the un once more and the blossom falls 
away like ash 
 
The white blue flowers climb over one another 
frantically towards the corpse and lift him insane off 
of the ground so that he levitates in the middle of the 
yard atop their shoulders and their thousands and 
thousands of green stalks  
as they present him to the sky as their prize and as 
their captive they begin to devour him  
 
They swarm over every square inch of his body and 
tear at this flesh and consume  it 
they break his bones down into water and his sinews 
into cord and they thrive up and they rise an inch for 
every hour until they have eaten his whole body 
 
They eat all but his head which which they have leave 
perched atop their necks  
his face untouched 
his hair is white and long and dry 
from the corner of his old gray eyes blood is crying 
down his lips and the trees are naked and the sun 
looks down and the white blue flowers are six feet tall 
and wind amongst one another in a swarming mass 
and the old corpse man is their wet face and some of 
the white blue flowers are splattered by short falling 
drops of the red tears like a baptismal bathing and 
they get up on shoulders and tell the others what 
blood is like 
 
Off this they are sustained 
the idea ofblood 
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although none of them know what it is at all 
and they forget the word rain 
and instead they say blood  
 
Like this the yard will remain alive and reawaken to 
wind and the face will be above the mass of flowers 
who wade through a well of blood and call god ‘the 
Crying’ and become again the silent madness of an 
unkempt hymn  
 
 
And become beautiful again like the nomads they 
havewind and 
 been  
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Behind the old portmanteau 
is a black catfish who is a man 
 

and there by the hearth the polyphonous trash can fires 
doo op groups and barber shop poles twisting out of the canopies 
and canopies of neon city lights which succumb in the alley, then; 
to harbor shade 
 and call the gays to one anothers arms 
 spark the concrete fields up with lovely disco 

dance like let fish swim in shoes and knock the wall with 
ugly black teeth 
 trying to put fucks there 
 
but, this; a manifesto that spin two ways 
and can be manipulated by your off-beat 
vinyl two fingers beckons 
'Recognize which you are position and become both. 

“Your shadow will still revolve around 
and you will still solace when you dream about your soulmate and 
wake up not remembering 

when your breath is cupped in your palms like water that 
doesn't have to leave you up 

eyes in Woods of water 
deep in the spring of your, like soul 
 to siren your cancer 
 an call it down from the ruined sky to crash on your fists 
 an obliterate it into a thousands of eyes 
 out from which you might wing 
 planting brush 
 tears born from wind 
 to fall away into the other ocean farther beneath you 
  
to collapse We business & companies of men the childs of sisters 
an tune of god; 
antitheses of maze 
a bastard nights 
and wheels, and wheels, 
 
the apostles of truth as eye would have 
mines of intricate coal 
to be tested on diamond teeth 
 
beckoning towards what wheat field and planomenon  
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 yet beautifully, as does the sun to the moon and both to their 
mutual eclipse 
without there & teeth  
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For the buried in my 
yard 

 
The gray-blue on the 
sky above my house held  
no old arbor  
 
nor on the tin roof  
down over my terraced head  
seeming me  
 
That the sky was only a conculcation of the dead 
sun. And brail  
colors sound the yard, up on my mother's stucco 
like  
vineswere 
 only doings 
 
waves emanating through my  
briney veins, too. but the sky was ambiguous. and 
it held nothin in 
its mouth but the limpbody scattering light of day. 
light - where, in  
the bagged out shadows are eyes  
 
and tired face; clenched teeth hurting there only  
the thought of light - hope of thing 
were i held my body  
eyes ths god.  
 
where sun, i might supposed  
crutching the fact remain 
such remain so unknowing and  
haggard remain of my  
and the brick  
she mum to 
anarchitize and stroved 
brambles together  
as quilt  
to sun  
And mutter  
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I'm no moon 

 
I'm no moon myself 
spinning 
and calling me dolphin 
 
and have 
despite everything 
my bookcase 
 
the shelves that stare at the mr.ing blindly 
every fret of my spine-cracked 
sickness for it 
 
and some of these books stepped into with my boots 
stomped around the strap 
and opening the plastic keys of my stone desk 
 
whos drawers i tore room for mrs.ing 
and Hey sister.ing 
saying girl 
 
and meant 
I've deleuze and kim 
dick and tibetan diary 
 
yiddish police and manuspcripts from korine 
I've got tarnation 
I've got it all here, m 
 
funny how its supposed to be looked inside and out 
like me 
And I'm no moon 
 
i’ve yet to stamp my face on my eyes 
with the shelves that I have 
but thats the way I'll remember my mother 
 
son.ing 
and 
love 
 
that's what my book are say.ing 
to 
he 
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a bibliography of child  
the boy filed through his 
mechanic brain for the 
folder within which he might find 
the blank, current page 
in the aphex 
 
unseen by anyone as the 
darkness at the night 
 
all he could see 
was his reflection in the black window 
where the birds were speaking  
and thinking of speaking  
and rumbling on 
on the piano 
 
the one that  
crept the sky 
and stood up against the wall 
like a shunned boy  
 
and so he  
found his head and stood up against it  
 
and in the wall of his  
story making  
found his joy  
 
and the man in the window  
cried 
joyously too  
 
with red tears into the world  
so that in the blue morning  
 
the ground was purple enough to walk  
and all the colors took places 
 
at his mother waiting after school  
in the dirt 
driving all day on the mountains  
 
when it was just us  
and our sister 
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when there were moose in the driveway 
and we had best friends 
 
drank the ditchwater  
wondered parents  
 
shook the salty hair  
of the four fingered trees  
 
when i was a boy  
 
when my breath was shorter than my hair  
and my waist was long  
and pockmarked  
they called me trog 
 
when i cried  
when i sat alone 
when i turned to the only lover around  
who didn't have any eyes 
 
when she killed me  
 
when i died  
 
when i could barely breath 
and w hen my mother coughed me  
and then  
snow ghosted 
in and out clouds 
she elses house 
 
when i coulda fallen in love  
 
one million times 
where it should have ended once 
an all 
 
when i sat here 
and back again  
 
when i met you  
andwhen you left 
 
and when the days and  
nights stretched out 
their lovely and 
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beckoned us  
walk into them  
dark interior  
in midst  
and terror 
and love coulda 
sun when 
wept through my morning 
curtains to curl up 
my eyes and 
make real stuff out  
of me and the sane she 
said cry the word love on my eyes 
an did 
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When did the children 
war? 

 

they won’t be fighting behind the bushes, at the 
barn 
determining treatise out from the ant hills? 
 
when did the white eye firm draw hims kid? 
its always been this way 
for era for and era  
been like this fat men 
suffocating littles with how sex smells and the 
road sign for raped 
eye men don’t fight little  
 
they fight dying  
and protect their own  
less adopted virgins  
whilst hanging saint from 
absynth willows swinging 
knee in mud  
eddied by sun  
the bits of god that lurk there: 
infants remain the world  
as dead ashes lingering in the living blind  
 
how is it that we can make love in this air without 
coughin  
 
i cant no saint woman, i made my lungs my  
own with the percolating heat of my pa 
and his before i 
 
and i'll head out to the field w the kids soon  
will them for me 
export me  
outsource the bad anality  
 
like some else will fight world level deaths 
is fighting  
has  
and dying  
 
i am a peregrine of fashion death  
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 this is the truth of my body  
 and i drink my blood like i christ's 
 
when bleed my wrists over the face of my 
daughter  
war paint her savage  
is no plot 
 
adopt silence of fury  
i lock the screams away in the room water drown  
where i departed and  
out from thus  
engender hateful precipice  
am hateful precipice  
in the sad  
 
a window where the sun man shine through  
n recharge our souls with infant n sadness  
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this eye locket is ra 

 
The day has arrive for my sister to be born. 
on a gray, raining wintery morning  
between the storms during the thaw  
 the doctors pry her out from  
 my mothers chest 
 the cavity  
and she emerges with black hair  
and empty hands 
she is white stark raving with life 
laughing  
 
 sodomite - 
 one of my own   
 

she is beautiful 
pale and black 

spleened  
 a forgotten gray 
 laughing out 
 her mother’s 
heart-blood 
 chest music 
 carved  
 out birth  
 

intersex sisters egypt Ra 
i love you enough to kill you  
 to sharpen your teeth 
 knuckles  
  
  walk out into the seance 
  of the city block 
  and rape us myself  
  score crack 
  walk the streets collecting shells 
I’ll howl you  
murder me should you wish to reply  
bear witness from my  
eyed out wrists, ra 
 

i am a pious ghoul and the color of brother  
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i need you like i need a drunk and christ i feel you 
sister help me put my eyes back into my head  
 
 I want to soak them in the blood of my brain 
 give them to you to tell me what i’m seeing and cut my face that 
way  
 and then do you as the sun goes down 
 and i want to be dead/rise  

to frankenstein fuck me beautiful back to sleep 
 
Ra, do you remember your scars? 
 do you remember when i went off to school 
 and missed the first snow that year  
 and the widow said hello while you walked 
  

Do you remember me? 
Ra, was i too young when you died  
to know that you never planned  

 on making it past 25 anyways  
or,  
was that  
just the 
exorcist  
who spelled 
his dead-name 
me, ra?  
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Corey Van Landingham’s During the Autopsy is a levitation. A beauteous 

composition of surreal visuality and physiological heresy ushered into a nearly perfect 
legibility. Even in writing in fat, blushing strokes of “whale bones and kelp nests” and “flesh 
houses / milk-white bulbs” Landingham is capable of telling us story. This is one of those 
rare poems that feels out its own thoughts, harmonizing its texture with its brain so simply 
as to render a “glass of water she had poured him from a clay pitcher” heart-breakingly 
honest - and beautiful. The items of her world are so deeply felt and dug that trigger a certain 
type of realness that is seldom felt in text. The surrealism that lives here is written a very 
high level, one that is intuitive and honest and somber. Its is cinematic and linear and yet 
disrupting and breathless like the “throat” from which its “pair of bats” are “[worried]”. 

 
Rachel Zucker’s today my son told me is an interplaying geography of many poems. 

Its brief lines and jarring enjambments occur in a dissonant pattern of calls and returns 
within which the three typographies correlate and oppose one another to establish a poem 
of short length but extreme scope. The “seeds” and “crops” that the poem eddies are deep 
epistemological presences that not so much conduct but induce the poetic movement. That 
movement, tensed and flowing between the voice of the mother and the ventriloquized voice 
of youth her son, directs the reader towards broad landscapes of early human visuals and 
feelings of a “planet people.” Yet the total sum of the piece, in its final lines, is dark and 
sobering and brings to bear the fear, confusion, and also the intellectual rigor of the mother, 
child discourse. At the same time, Zucker reminds us of the gray and basic stunning of her 
bare language and frank disposition.   

 
C.A. Conrad’s Reading Starlight with One Eye Like Creeley is exhibitive of the both 

mystic and analytic gaze with which he fixes upon his poems. The sharp insistency and the 
watering diction of the deeply, but challengingly paired lines resonate in a wholly 
unrecognizable but sensible way. “Marilyn Monroe’s ambulance” is the sort of one-line poem 
that informs the reader of a whole culture of thought and is yet situated within a whole 
assemblage of like instances. The difficulty in reading this piece is in the tension that occurs 
between its simultaneous disruptivity and linearity. Neither are explicit or nameable and yet 
both exist where the other does not, like the “disposition of / cat in the dark as the / size of 
the darkness” itself. Conrad is capable of rending moments like “an oaken / desk” as so 
singular and yet so drastically, seriously distanced from its parts. This reads, although not 
always softly, as a political and radical re-examination of words and their couplings, 
procuring instances of cultural bliss like “Camelot in thimble of the gods.”  
 

Kevin Young’s Grief is a short poem that stretches itself out along a snapshot of a long 
and complex duration. The paradox of this instance is profoundly expressive of love and grief 
as human and, paradoxically again, unutterable. The quiet smallness of the “starched” and 
“pressed” handkerchief marvelously sad and yet stripped of spectacle. At once, and at 
instant, Young tribes together the minute taxonomy of daily life with the suffocating vastness 
of grief as viscerality and realness. The handkerchief is carried through the short poem as a 
constant and flat surface upon which he can texture with the produce of reality: the tears 
and snot and the parsing fingers to which they become folded.  
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C.A. Conrad’s Starting to Start Healing is as semantically rich as Reading Starlight 

with One Eye Like Creeley, but it is a more intimate and focused expression or mode of 
authorial gesture. Where Creeley is situated within the concept of “we,” and the broadness 
of that thought, Healing is directed with “I” and “you.” Because of this, it forms as an address 
and is more communicative to the reader. The poem itself becomes a parameter of human 
to human interaction that is considered by “OUR galaxy” and “many / of us did not want/ 
these wars.” Conrad balances his politicality with a willingness to be social with the reader, 
to converse in a poetic system of multiple bodies. By doing so, the poem expresses an elegant 
uncertainty that is universal in both the human and galactic-infinite sense, where Conrad 
wonders “if you / were sensing this too.” Examining the position of socio-cultural analysis 
by visualizing an “ultrasound” as a “genocide machine / aborting girls to / preempt / burning 
witches,” he makes a highly technical move towards a discourse of anti-discipline. This 
however, never alienates the reader or situates the poem in a phallic or imposing method. 
Ultimately, it comes to stand as a politicized, radical, but familial and communal multi-form 
expression in which both Conrad and “you” are “starting to remember / Atlantis.” The 
paganist, mythographic tonality of this reference interacts with the concept of genocide and 
discipline to create a visual composite of murder and mortality, of “your” death and “my” 
death within a singular arch of memory.  

 
T.S. Eliot’s poem, Rhapsody on a Windy Night, is a brilliant exhibition of linguistic 

intricacy on the one hand, and linguistic uniformity on the other. Eliot's diction works 
beautifully to interrelate visions of temporality, body, memory, urbanity and civilization to 
compose an ultimately rich but darkly cynical ontology. The final phrase, The last twist of 
the knife, reflects the immediate act of culmination and indices the previous body of the 
poem within a frame that is both mortal and violent. The intersecting themes of cognition - 
like memory, the time, light, and communication - are cast as a single web within the 
parameter, or value, of an essentially ruthless identity. The moon, for instance, is given 
darkly too: The moon has lost her memory. / A washed-out smallpox cracks her face. Elliot, 
in talking about human experience and its cognition, tonally exacts a quality of murder as 
its identity. The relation of his beautifully visual catalog of things to the space of being is, not 
necessarily ominous, but menacing - violent. We find An old crab with barnacles on his back 
and a cat eating rancid butter as instances of this tonality, which is actually remarkably 
unclear until the final phrase. The aim of the poem's expression is largely elusive, because of 
its aesthetic value and variability, until Eliot introduces the knife. The poem is brilliantly 
balanced and contradicted in this way. That final line stands visually and audibly apart from 
the rest of the body. It is attractive and abrasive, but is a clear and vicious centralization of 
the aesthetic organism that precedes it. 

Milosz Czeslaw's poem, A Song of the End of the World, is a brief but powerful action 
of political poetry. The initial repetition, On the day the world ends, establishes a syntactic 
and thematic flow that carries the piece into instant and attractive movement. It is, in fact, 
by the repetition of the piece that Czeslaw haunts and sings the political space that he is 
inhabiting. He voices fear within the following repeated phrases, No one believes it is 
happening now and the final - There will be no other end of the world - as almost audibly 
wavering, trembling remainders of a former truth. He propheticizes a tomato-seller, 
granting him this authority of apocalyptic annunciation. We thus encounter the possibility 
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of our own dystopia by way of a simple, economically basic, personage-aesthetic. This is 
sublimely attractive and yet indeterminate. The voice is that of poesy; it is engaging fore 
mostly with beauty. Czeslaw expresses the politicality of the utterance only by remainder. 
Only behind the banal visuality of the poem are there specters of danger and unrest. This is 
only a subterranean form, existing beneath the actuality of the poem and its creations, yet it 
permeates the visual expression darkly and colors the piece as a sort of elegiac song, or 
anthem. 

Crystal Ann Williams' poem, Harbinger, has a distinct and unnamable quality of a 
kind of poetic essay. The quiet, sad, steady sureness with which Williams conducts her voice 
is deeply authoritative, but in an emotional sense. She speaks to us as an ancestor. 
Profoundly wise and serious, the poem can preclude a temporal status, can refer loosely to a 
morning beyond / tomorrow morning as if time is of little concern, here. For those who 
want to know, / this is what I say is the very realness of the poem. And we want to know. 
The piece requires the reader, and it does so in a truly beautiful way. It is in the frankness of 
the tone that we are able to virtually touch the rare abstractions such as darkling, and 
crimson language. The poem cultivates trust. And this trust is, ultimately, rewarded. We 
invest our trust in the poem, in the death that lingers behind it, and in the end we are given 
God. This reward, this gift, creates a totalizing expression of love and affection.  

Kamau Brathwaite's poem, Bermudas, is profoundly expressive of the human state. 
The syntactic brilliance of Brathwaite's 'nation-language' is uttered in abbreviation, in 
grammar, spelling, dialect, and genre of speech at a level of true heterogeneity and true 
genius. The words seem able to speak their own sounds, to condition our understanding and 
experience of them continuously. This draws life out from them. It creates a multiplying-
flow that approaches origin and disruption, simultaneously. His words are less words than 
formations, inter-interactions pertaining only to themselves: the first land the first eye / -
lann. The experimentality of this approach is deeply abrasive to our ordered understanding 
of aesthetic, and yet the accent of the language is audible and authentic - thus we are 
confronted simultaneously by both a kind of futurism and a heart-rending sense of nostalgic 
origin. Then, the complexity of the content formations realize this nation-language as 
unbelievably concise, legible, and above all - intelligent.  

Kamau Brathwaite's poem, Kumina, is radically experimental. The composition of the 
piece, ranging from anthropologic literature to lineated poetry to prose poetry - is a 
testament to the multiplicity of languages upon which it flows. Here, the form and the 
content are nearly singular - and that singularity is massively variable. All the same aspects 
of nation language function in Kumina as they do in Bermudas, still creating an aesthetic 
expression of theoretical duality in origin and disruption. Kumina is, however, an absolutely 
massive poem - not just in the intricacy of its linguistic-heterogeneity, but in its intensity of 
emotion. Every variable in the piece is able to contribute to the same expression of grief for 
the poet's dead son. The variability of language, format, and tone is all collected within the 
bounds of this single emotional intensity. And in this way, the poem is exploring the far-
reaches of grief. It is defining the true size of the grieved space. Brathwaite's voice is so 
utterly authentic and original that it is almost childlike in this exploration, saying sadly i 
wonder what dem call a woman lose she sun? The tropification of nonfluency here is 
beautifully rendered in conjunction with the other languages. The phrase continues: i 
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wonder what dem call a woman lose she sun? / tief too dat too me reckon / again i sit here 
in this chair trying to unravel Time / so that it wouldn’t happen. The two languages are 
paired amongst one another seamlessly as a singular-flow. We, reading, are instilled with a 
bilinguality that increases our sensitivity and awareness to the phonetic communications of 
emotion, which then further increase the bounds by which Brathwaite is expressing his grief. 

 


